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Cunha Jr (Rio de Janeiro State University, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, americo.cun
ando Figueira da Silva (Institut Pprime, UPR 3346 CNRS, ENSMA, BP4010
pe-Chasseneuil, France; Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, Rio d
zil, luisfer@puc-rio.br) ,

tion of reactive flows is a very challenging task from the computational point of view, as i
to account all the complex aspects of fluid dynamics, it requires a detailed description of th
olved in the process. Thus, the use of strategies to reduce simulation time is essential. A
uction techniques, the In Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) is one of the most promising sin
promise between accuracy and cost reduction. This paper presents the CRFlowLib, a com
simulate chemically reacting flows using ISAT algorithm.

reacting flows; combustion simulation; thermochemistry reduction; in situ adaptive tabula
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duction

computational models used to predict the behavior of reactive flows (or systems) solve th
f continuum mechanics supplemented by constitutive models (fluid behavior, turbulence,
hanisms, equations of state, etc), initial and boundary conditions, and an adequate geom
of the domain of interest. The solution of combustion problems typically require chemi

s with ns species, which evolve according to nr elementary reactions. It is then necessa
s partial differential equations. Due to strong nonlinearities and coupled transport phen
ales, arising from the complex physics underlying these reactive systems, the process of c
e of the associated computer model is quite complex and extremely costly [1, 2, 3]. In th
st decades, the technical-scientific literature has shown increasing efforts to develop redu
nal models for simulating reactive systems with detailed chemical kinetics [4, 5].
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The methodology known as In Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) was proposed in 1997 by S. B. Pope [6],
and may b lculations
involving c agnitude,
with a cont ary search
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errors – a ion. This
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The algorit th a focus
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for simulat l package
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e considered a milestone on the simulation of reactive flows, as it enables to accelerate ca
hemical kinetics by factors that can reach up to to the impressive value of three orders of m
rollable loss of accuracy. This technique consists of creating, progressively (in situ), a bin
ores (tabulates) information from the reactive flow simulation for posterior use. A search is
tree whenever the integration of model equations is required, and a tabulated solution is
mation retrieved from the tree is satisfactory, in a sense defined by a user-prescribed t
d solution is within a certain precision ellipsoid, which controls the amplification of appr
linear extrapolation using the values tabulated is used to provide an approximate solut
te solution has a second-order local error in time, thus ensuring that the global error is fi
hm also includes an adaptive strategy for updating the binary tree (learning process), wi
the approximations as the simulation progresses. This adaptive feature allows this algori
achine learning technique (or an evolutionary algorithm) [4, 6, 7]. An open ISAT imple

ing reactive systems is introduced in this paper, as part of a more general computationa
RFlowLib — Chemically Reacting Flow Library, that is used to simulate transient hom

ch as PaSR – Partially Stirred Reactor, and PMSR – Pairwise Mixing Stirred Reactor.

are details

is a hybrid code, with libraries implemented in ANSI C and Fortran 77 languages, fully mo
ented routines and functions. To ensure its functionality, it was tested and debugged, follo
f scientific computing and software engineering [8]. Currently, version 2.0, is composed
d depends on 3 external libraries: (i) GNU Scientific Library version 2.6, which is a set of op
r scientific computing [9]; (ii) Chemkin-II, a Fortran library for chemical kinetics calcula

NDIALS: Suite of Nonlinear and Differential/Algebraic Equation Solvers version 5.0.0,
-source libraries, with extremely robust routines, for numerical integration of nonlinear d
11], with development and maintenance performed by Lawrence Livermore National Labo
of the functionality of each of these modules is provided below:

rm.f: library with routines to perform calculations related to chemical kinetics;

lib.c: library with routines to perform calculations related to chemical kinetics;

lib.c: library with routines to define a PaSR homogeneous reactor model

lib.c: library with routines to define a PMSR homogeneous reactor model

ib.c: library with routines to manipulate binary search trees;

ib.c: library with routines to manipulate ellipsoids;

ib.c: library with routines to integrate the dynamics of a chemical reactor;

lib.c: library with routines to accelerate the calculation of chemical kinetics;

lib.c: library with general utility routines;

conp.c: program to calculate the equilibrium of a constant pressure reactor;

pmsr-di.c: program to simulate a PMSR homogeneous reactor via direct integration;

pmsr-isat.c: program to simulate a PMSR homogeneous reactor via ISAT;

pmsr-isat.c: program to estimate the global error of ISAT algorithm.
2
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The modular structure of the CRFlowLib package, the dependency relationship between different libraries
and progra it is very
natural to g routines
in the main en in C to
be made in be written
in ANSI C
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ms, as well as the dependency on external libraries, can be seen in Figure 1. Note that
use CRFlowLib libraries in other simulators, the programmer needs to call the underlyin

module of the other code. Also, as modern compilers allow direct calls to routines writt
a program developed in C++ or Fortran, the main module does not necessarily need to

, developments in these other languages are also straightforward.

Version 5.0

ISAT_LIB

THRM_LIB

ODE_LIB

BST_LIB

ELL_LIB

UTIL_LIB

MAIN
PMSR-ISAT

PMSR_LIB

Version II

Version 2.6

chematic representation of PMSR-ISAT main program and CRFlowLib libraries, with an
ernal and external dependencies.

ct Overview

was developed at Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio), between
g the first author’s undergraduate and master courses, [12, 8], under the supervision of t
was conceived to be an open library for reactive flow simulation, starting with the imple
simulate transient homogeneous reactors [8, 13, 14]. Due to its modular structure and op
ensions are relatively simple to implement, so that the package can be coupled with oth
as was done in [15], which used this ISAT library to simulate soot formation upon combu
r gas mixture.
h the ISAT is a well-established technique for acceleration of thermochemistry calculat

s simulation [4, 7], perhaps because of the associated mathematical complexity, there are
tions of its algorithm available on the internet. For instance, the Wikipedia [16] men

plementations, the pioneer one by Prof. S. B. Pope and collaborators [17] (which current
the improved version of ISAT [7]), developed by the Turbulence and Combustion Group a
ion of Pope’s code [18], to make it compatible with the Cantera library [19], and the presen
tion available at CRFlowLib package [20] (with the classic version of ISAT [6]). To the b
owledge, CRFlowLib is the only open code that has an ISAT algorithm implemented in
, which is a notable feature due to the computing power and flexibility of this low-level la
3
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4. Final remarks

CRFlowLib of reactive
systems. I ting open
simulators plications.
In this sen h complex
thermochem .
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